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Background
Operating in the sphere of inventory management products since 1988, Bravo nwaP  Systems is one
of the major players on the US market with $20 million invested in its technologies and processes. 
It has released 3 generations of pawn systems, the last one being a huge success, recognized
with case studies by eBay and Microsoft. 

The solution, available before the start o rieht f  cooperation with Altexsoft, was an enterprise level point of 
sale softwar noitulos e o�ering eCommerce capabilities, professional product evaluation and assessment tool
and CRM features. However, the setup and maintenance of this system was oot  costly for most
of the small and medium business owners t ot elba eb o  a�ord.



Challenges
1.
Redesigning  eht software system architecture 
to make it cos  t e�ectiv ,e  easy to set up 
and run,  dna thu erom yls  a�ordable for small 
and medium business owners.

2.
Open software architecture implement-
ation to ensure the system’s flexibility 
and future scalabilit .y

3.
Moving the databas ,e  and some
of the business logic to the
private cloud.



Value Delivered
Working on the project from scratch, AltexSoft conducted  a complete software architecture er design, 
custom software engineering, QA and data analysis in order to migrate the existing info to the new system
and structure it within the new database. Specifically, the outcomes of the AltexSoft work were:

1. Lower M aintenance C ost
Being a modern cloud-based solution, the product does not require any specific hardware
or additional software: A  simple computer or tablet with  na internet connection is enough
to access the system. As a result, the upkeep cost is reduced by 25%.

2. Unlimited S calability
The system has been developed using modern and flexible technologies, which allow rof s
simple and quick upgrades and endless growth opportunities. The new features are easily 
added dliub wen yreve nihtiw detubirtsid dna                             .

3. Secure and S table P rocesses
All the data is encrypted and safely stored in the cloud. The system
uses specia ytiruces l  licensing and has  a 9 .9 95% uptime.

Due to the reduced cost and better performance of the software solution, the product became more attractive 
to small and medium business owners. Increased availability to clients resulted in significant boost

 eht ot company’s revenue.



Approach and T echnical I nfo
The dedicated team approach h da  been chose ,n  based on the client’s request to keep the management sta� on their side 
and still have all s eht oftware engineers fulltime assigned to the project. The team included  a T echnical P roject L eader, 
5 S oftwar Ee ngineers, 2 QA E ngineers and a M arkup E ngineer.

The following set of technologies was used within the project: 

C#                                                                           .revreS LQS dna SM ,TEN. tfosorciM  ,    

It took about 12 months to launch the first version of the product. 
However, further development is still in progress.



Testimonial
“We have always looked for external resources that matched our core values and with AltexSoft
and the leadership of Alexander Medovoy we finally found a smart and conscientious team. 
I have personally referred AltexSoft and highly recommend.”

– Steven Mack, CEO at Brav nwaPo  Systems
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